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On behalf of the entire Quaker Boy family, THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!!!!!!!  Since 1976, the hunting 

fraternity has allowed us to serve your game call needs.  Without the support of hunters across the continent, 

we would not be celebrating our 40th Anniversary in 2016. For that we are grateful and appreciative of your 

trust.
 
Family owned and operated, Made in the USA since 1976….. we are proud and thankful for the blessing!

Hunters are a demanding group, always in need of more effective tools.  Quaker Boy is proud of innovative 

lineage:   Old Turk, Cutter Mag, DD Adams Double Slate, Curved Lid Box Call, Bandito Facemask, Bleat in Heat, 

Full Tilt, Ridge Runner, the Brawler to name a few… all original cutting edge items that change the way we hunt 

today.
  
Evolving as a company is not what we have ever been about; elevating the outdoor experience for others is 

what we do.  Our new Elevation Series items are proof that we are still the leader in game call innovation.  Step 

into the Elevation Zone and see your calling experience rise up to unthinkable heights!

The proof is in the field!  I was locked and loaded with my Elevation prototypes on every hunt in 2015 and they 

did not disappoint!!  From Texas to Wyoming and Mississippi to New York I had a blessed, Elevated season and 

look forward to many more!!

Again, the entire QB Crew can’t thank you enough for letting our passion of building the highest quality, most 

innovative game calls, be a small trusted part of your hunts!

God Bless,

Chris Kirby



POT CALLS

The Original Hawg Trough TM

040191136959
The Original Hawg Trough call is an “Old School” turkey 
killer.  Hand Crafted to meticulous standards, the sleek 

narrow trough design aligns the Wildwood Ash striker tip 
naturally on the aluminum striking surface; allowing for 
deadly sweet hen talk.  The American Hardwood base holds 
a strategically placed slate striking surface on the backside 
to produce the subtle seductive early morning hen chatter. 

Magic Touch Slate TM

040191136096
Small design slate surface with “Feather Lite” Acrylic

Striker. Provides versatility and realism in a wide range of 
turkey vocabulary. Includes abrasive cleaning pad.

x-Pot TM

040191137079
The X-Pot takes out the guesswork. A “Diamond-dusted” 

center, teamed with traceable operation marks, leads you 
to the proper surface area to use. By crossing from the 

smooth anodized aluminum section in to the 
“Diamond-dusted center, the X-Pot will automatically 

produce the high-to-low note needed to produce a perfect 
hen yelp! Start at the op of the X and trace it to the center 

- a perfect yelp will result every time!

Triple Threat TM

040191136379
Triple your chances! This call features three calling surfaces 

all in one: Slate, Aluminum, and Green Plexi. You can 
produce the high-frequency sounds of slate and the 
super-soft clucks, purrs, and tree sounds of plexi. Its 

versatility makes this one of the most complete turkey calls 
available today. Comes with Acrylic and Carbon strikers.

NEW!
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MOUTH CALLS - SINGLE

Beginners Double TM

040191111000
The beginner’s choice. Two thin 

reeds. The simplest to use.

Twin II TM

040191111031
Two medium thick reeds. 

Louder and deeper than Kee Kee 
call. Simple to use.

Kee Kee TM

040191111024
Easy to use. Two thin reeds. 
Great for both spring and fall 

hunting.

Pro triple TM

040191111048
Three thin reeds. Ultimate clear 
mouth yelper. Makes all turkey 

sounds. One of our most 
popular.

Old boss Hen TM

040191111093
Two medium thick reeds, one 
with two side slits. Reproduce 
all the sounds of the wild turkey. 

Our #1 best seller.

World Champ TM

040191111215
Four ultra-lite reeds reproduce a 
full range of turkey vocalizations. 

Great rasp and volume.

Screamin’ Green 
Hecklin’ Hen TM

040191112038
Premium green latex. Three reed 
mouth call. Two jagged cuts and 
one notch cut. Versatility plus 
great volume. Crisp, raspy sound 

quality.

Screamin’ Green 
Pro Triple TM

040191112045
Three thin reeds. Ultimate clear 
mouth yelper. Makes all turkey 

sounds. One of our most 
popular.

Screamin’ Green 
Nasty Old Hen TM

040191112052
Premium green latex. Two light 
reeds with two side cuts. Clean 
and crisp, our most versatile call.

Screamin’ Green 
Old Boss Hen TM

040191112090
The Old Boss Hen featuring 

premium green latex. Two light 
reeds, clean and crisp. Our most 

versatile call
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MOUTH CALLS - MULTI-PACKS

Screamin’ Green 
GOBBLIN’ FEVER 4 PACK TM

040191113028
A collection of our premium latex 
mouth diaphragm calls, including: 
World Champ, Pro Triple, Old Boss 

Hen, and Jagged Edge. Our 
premium latex produces crisper, 

cleaner turkey sounds with 
incredible versatility for soft and 
loud calling. Extra durable, for 

lasting service. 

Mini-Mag 4 Pack TM

040191113042
Designed for the narrow palate, the 
Mini-Mag’s new frame design will allow 

then call to seal on the narrowest 
palate with comfort and superior 

air-sealing capabilities. The 4 Pack 
includes: Double, Triple, Old Boss Hen 

and V-Cut mouth calls.

STRIKE THREE TM

040191113066
Mixed Latex feature adds a new 

dimension of realism to 
diaphragm turkey calling. Our 

Advanced Tape Cut seals the call 
to the palate for better 
control and increased 

performance where you need it 
most. The vibrant color scheme of 
the 3-pack selection means easier 
identification when choosing the 

right call for the situation

Old Boss Hen 3-Pack TM

040191113080
Quaker Boy’s Old Boss Hen mouth 
diaphragm is perhaps the most 

sought-after mouth call for 
decades! Its characteristic 

two-reed, corner-slit system has 
proven its worth time and again. 
The 3-pack includes: Original Old 
Boss Hen, Screamin’ Green Old 
Boss Hen, and the BF-2 Old Boss 
Hen. A Perfect combination for 
your spring turkey hunting needs!

Raspy Pro Pack TM

040191113141
The Raspy Pro Pack triples your odds 

when it comes to calling in that old 
gobbler! This 3-pack features raspy 
mouth calls in the standard tape design. 

The Pro Pack includes: Checkmate 
(medium to heavy rasp), Cutter 

Magnum (medium to heavy rasp) and 
Jagged Edge (heavy rasp).
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BOX CALLS

Waterproof Combo TM

040191155035
The Waterproof Easy Yelper is teamed up with the waterproof 
Hurricane in this two call set. Each call is treated with  a synthetic 
material that makes the call waterproof under any hunting 
conditions. Complete with the Born to Hunt Volume 2 DVD which 
includes 19 incredible hunts from across the country. The 
Waterproof Combo is a deadly combination.

Grand old Master TM

040191136607
Dick Kirby’s original design!
Custom-crafted from American
Black Walnut, Poplar, and 
Cherry Wood
The Grand Old Master is 
perfectly crafted with a 
5-piece wood bottom 
and Cherry paddle. 
Popular demand has 
brought back this 
original Quaker Boy 
Call! Right or left 
handed operation, 
this call will cut the 
wind to the 
long-distance 
turkeys 
or tone down 
when you need 
to close 
the deal!

Gobblin’ Fever 40th anniversary boat paddle TM

040191136706
Gobblin’ Fever TM infected Dick Kirby 40 years ago.  We are celebrating our 40 years of service to Turkey Hunters across 
the country by honoring our founder with his “never leave home without it”, Curved Lid Boat Paddle.  The Gobblin’ 
Fever TM Boat Paddle curved lid is meticulously crafted with furniture grade Mahogany. Paired with a with hand picked, 
high grade Butternut bottom; creates the unmatched turkey rich tones that drives Longbeards crazy.  Dick Kirby’s 
original pen and ink depiction of a gobbling longbeard adds to the beauty of this masterpiece.  The Limited Edition of 
1000 Gobblin’ Fever TM  Boat Paddle is a masterful piece of art that will be passed down from generation to generation. 
“Every call deserves its day in the woods, go kill one before you put this one up.”     - Dick Kirby

NEW!
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H2O Easy Yelper TM

040191136089
The easiest, most productive call just got better! 

The H2O will operate under any hunting condition: 
Rainy? No Problem, the H2O is waterproof. Windy? 
No problem, the H2O carries loud and clear. Highly 

waterproof coating allows the H2O to work in the 
heaviest rain storms. It is a truly all weather, all 
condition and easiest call to operate for today’s 

turkey hunter. Requires no chalking.

BOX CALLS
Hurricane Supreme TM

040191136430
The Hurricane Supreme is 
custom-crafted from American Black Walnut. This 
perfectly crafted wood box call creates unsurpassed 
realism. Featuring our waterproof formula, you’ll never 
have to sand or chalk the Hurricane Supreme. Realistic, 
raspy tone, even in the most inclement weather. The 
Hurricane Supreme will take your gobbler by storm!

Hurricane Box Call TM

040191136416
It’s waterproof! The Ergo-Grip paddle handle 
is designed so you can sound like an Old Hen or Young 
Hen on the right or left side of the call. Never needs 
chalk or sanding. 

a’ Banshee TM

040191136478
This call is crafted with a walnut box 
and curved cherry lid. The crucial call 
contact points are coated with a proprietary waterproof 
solution. This call will work soaking wet or bone dry 
without losing sound quality. The patented curved-lid 
design compliments the “Rapid-Fire” band system, 
making “cutting” calls simple. It is designed for both 
loud, long distance calling and soft, close-in calling. This 
design also allows for one-handed operation

The Box TM

040191136034
Simple, small and definitely deadly, this compact box 
call is perfect for both the beginner and expert turkey 
hunter.

Easy Yelper TM

040191136041
Our most popular friction call. One-handed, 
simple operation. A favorite of experts and 

beginners. Reproduces all turkey talk. Crafted and 
finished of maple and mahogany.

Cyclone TM

040191136072
The easiest, most productive call just got better. The 

Cyclone pushpin will operate under any 
hunting condition: rainy, windy, or dead-still. The 

waterproof, volume-adjustable Cyclone has a 
mistake-free clucker button that never needs chalk 

or sanding.
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LOCATOR CALLS Challenging Jake TM

040191026052
Locate that old Gobbler 
by sounding like a young 
jake! Great volume using 
one or two handed 
operation.

Thunderbird TM

040191026168
The Thunderbird Gobble Call is extremely 
loud, high-pitched, easy to carry and 
comes with a sound-proof cap. One 
or two-handed operation. This call 
will make even the wariest 
of old gobblers give their 
location away. One 
extremely effective 
locator call.

Long Ranger TM

040191126066
The Long Ranger Tube call is revered by hunters as the 
most universally effective call ever! Offering the 
unmatched quality sound produced from a latex reed, the 
Long Ranger can do it all. The acrylic, horn-shaped body 
adds volume and realism to cover large areas of terrain. 
Complete with a lanyard and step-by-step instructional 
DVD, this call is a must for every serious turkey hunter.

Owl Hooter TM

040191026018
Lightweight, two-tone 
pitch for greater 
response. Simple to 
use. Pocket-sized.

Crankin’ Crow TM

040191026137
Creates all crow 
sounds. Great turkey 
locator. Incredible 
realism.

Gobble Shaker 
Replacement Canister
040191026007
Canister will replace worn-out 
canisters in the Challenging 
Jake and THUG Gauntlet 
gobble calls
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TURKEY ACCESSORIES & extras

Turkey Target TM

040191801123
100 pack of targets

Turkey Target TM

040191801161
10 pack of targets -rolled

Turkey Fan Mount Kit
040191801024

Display both tail and beard from your trophy 
gobbler. Illustrated with “Gobblin Boss” on a 

solid cherry face. Includes mounting 
instructions and hardware.

Talkin’ Turkey TM  Spring & Fall
040191140024

Dick Kirby, Chris Kirby and Ernie 
Calandrelli share their secrets of success in the 
turkey woods, spring and fall! Listen to over 100 
years of combined knowledge on hunting and 
calling America’s greatest game bird. This CD is 

for the novice as well as the expert turkey 
hunter.

Box Call Chalk TM 

040191166031
This high-quality, greaseless, brown chalk will 

give your box call a new life every time you 
apply it.
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Brawler TM 

040191926215
Like a big buck’s chest, the 
mouthpiece carries some 
weight to it. The revolutionary 
“Eso Tube” is constructed to 
mimic a buck’s esophagus. The 
hard, reverse cone on the end 
resembles the mouth of a buck. 
These three attributes produce 
the most realistic buck grunts 
ever!

Ridge Runner Hex TM 

040191926246
The Ridge Runner Hex 
revolutionizes grunt calling 
Whitetail Bucks. This call is 
guaranteed not to stick or 
freeze up with the Ridge 
Runner’s unique tongue 
design. The Ridge Runner is 
dual-tone adjustable by 
simply positioning the O-ring 
and by adjusting the length of 
the tube.

Squeezin’ Bleat TM 

040191926208
No two deer sound exactly alike. Like 
humans, deer have different tonal 
qualities in their voice. the Squeezin’ 
Bleat give you that versatility. Short or 
long, loud or soft, the Squeezin’ Bleat 
provides the solution to producing a 
variety of doe-in-heat bleats.

Deer Calls  & Accessories
swashbuckler TM 

040191926277
The Swashbuckler offers the 
multiplicity of sound, every deer 
hunter needs. The double mouth 
piece design is ready to grunt and 
snort wheeze right out of the gate.  
That’s just the beginning…. A quick 
detach of the Snort Wheeze piece 
and you get a totally different snort 
wheeze sound.  Grunt and the 
sound is allowed to reverberate back 
through the open end offering yet 
another tone variation.  Compress 
the silent adjust rubber tube ads 
inflection and personality to your 
calling.  All this is powered by our 
freeze proof internal reed system 
that will not freeze or stick when the 
critical moment arrives.

Bleat-In-HEAT TM 

040191926079
Simple operation. Mistake free. 

Perfect doe bleat every time. 
Protective cap.

Bleat-In-HEAT II TM 

040191926086
Perfect call every time. Higher 
pitched than Bleat-In-Heat. Small, 

pocket-sized.

NEW!
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Deer Calls  & Accessories

Hands Free Hammer TM 

040191926161
Deer grunt and Doe and Fawn bleat 
call. Lets you keep both hands on your 
gun or bow. Adjusts from grunt to 

bleat call. Won’t freeze up!

Rattle Master Pro TM 

040191926116
Reproduce the jostling and fights of bucks 
during fall. Special mixture of hard woods and 

carbon rods for ultimate realism

Odorless Wind Check TM 

040191810101
A must for every hunter!

Weezzy TM Snort Wheeze Call
040191926260

The Weezzy will reproduce the snort wheeze of a Whitetail Buck by 
simply putting your lips on the end of the call as if you were kissing it 

and blowing in short, sharp bursts.

Red Horn Mount Kit TM 

040191801000
Deluxe Horn Mount Kit TM 

040191801017
Green Horn Mount Kit TM 

040191801147

Horn Mount Kit TM 

Mounting your trophy rack is as easy as 1-2-3! These kits come complete with a backboard, shroud, hardware and 
simple instructions for mounting your rack. All Kits can be customized to ft any size antlers.
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SR Snow Cap TM 

040191411087
The SR Snow Cap is meticulously 
crafted of one .004 latex reed. The 
SR Snow Cap is set loose making it 
capable of performing the soft mews 
and chirps of cow & calf Elk.

SR Alpine  TM 

040191411094
The SR Alpine is meticulously 
crafted of two .004 latex reeds. 
The SR Alpine is set tight! Making it 
capable of performing the bull elk 
bugle with two octaves or the high 
pitch excited mews squeals and 
chirps of cow & calf Elk.

SR Timberline TM 

040191411100
The SR Timberline is meticulously 
crafted of three .004 latex reeds. The 
stability of a triple reed set tight is 
unmatched; The SR Timberline will bull 
elk bugle with 3 octaves and great 
volume. The SR Timberline will also 
reproduce the mews, chirps and barks 
of cow & calf Elk.

SealRite 
Combo Pack TM 

040191426026
This 3–call pack is a must for 
the serious elk Hunter. This 
pack includes the SR Snow Cap, 
the SR Alpine the SR Timberline, 
and the Lip Saver Bugle Tube 
(pictured on this page).

Lip Saver Bugle Tube TM 

040191426012
The Lip Saver Bugle Tube has a user friendly mouth piece that is 
very comforting on your lips while in use. The tube is expandable 
with a camouflage cover and attached lanyard for ease of carry. 
Keep it short while in the carry position then stretch it out to 
enhance the resonating sounds of your diaphragm mouth call. 
Works with all diaphragm mouth calls.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW 
FOR 2016!
The patented SealRiteTM cushioned frame technology conforms to virtually every palate 

size and shape. SealRiteTM increases the call vibration zone between your tongue and 
palate, bringing the reeds closer to your tongue for ease of use.  The design eliminates the 
tab to tongue contact point, resulting in a clean operation platform.  The result, a superior 

sealing call that is easier to achieve unmatched realistic Elk killing sounds.

Original 
Herdmaster TM 

040191426036
Equipped with a Two Tone sound chamber, 
the Original Herdmaster offers unmatched 
versatility.  The unique inner/outer barrel 
design enables you to remove outer barrel, 
revealing an inner rubber tube. Louder more 
aggressive mews and chirps are accomplished 
with the outer barrel combination (left).  
Mellow your calling out by removing the 
barrel, exposing a squeezable soft tube (right).  
Simply squeeze the tube to produce the softer 
“close the deal” mews and chirps.  The 
Original Herdmaster is the most complete, 
user friendly cow calling system. NEW!NEW!

TECHNOLOGY

TM
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Challenger Elk Bugle TM 

040191426067
Equipped with an expandable tube, 
this call has a volume enhancing horn 
and camo cover. Easiest bugle call to 

operate. Great for beginners and 
experts alike.

Bugle Boy TM 

040191426081
Open-reed call lets the caller 

reproduce a range of sounds from a 
young spike to a raspy old bull. 

Complete with comfort grip and 
lanyard. Dual function cap allows 

calling when on or off. 

Lucy Cow & Calf Call TM 

040191426104
The open-reed design of the Lucy Cow & Calf Call 
will reproduce all cow and calf calls that bring elk 
into shooting range all times of the hunting season. 
Lucy allows you to place the reed end of the call 
into your mouth, the way you prefer, reed against 

your upper lip or against your lower lip.

Hyper Herd Master TM 

040191426043
The Hyper Herd Master elk call is constructed 
with a reed that gives you the higher, more hyper 
sounds of a cow elk. A high-density acrylic sound 

chamber makes this call a must for every elk 
hunter.

Buglin’ Fever Elk 
4-Pack TM 

040191413029
Loose Single (Single Reed)
Double Elk (Double Reed)

Triple Elk (Triple Reed)
Raspy Bull (Triple Reed)

Herd Bull TM 

040191411025
Most popular call. Two reeds 
designed to get an aggressive 
bugle, and herd bull bugles.

Royal Bull TM 

040191411032
3 reeds stretched to produce 

the deep grunts and high 
bugles of an adult bull.

Cow & Calf TM 

040191411070
1 reed stretched for perfect 
mews and chirps of cow and 

calf elk.

elk calls
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predator calls
Jack Rabbit Screamer TM 

040191626276
Designed for all sizes of predatory animals. 
Open reed design reproduces screams, squalls, 
and bawls. These distress calls will bring the 
wariest of predators into close range.

Screamin’ Cottontail TM 

040191626252
Simple to use, reproduces high-pitched 
screams of a distressed Cottontail. Great for 
close-in or long-range calling. Works on all 
predators!

Distress fawn TM 

040191626269
Compact reed-type call. Reproduces a great 
Fawn distress sound that big predators find 
hard to resist.

Super Screamer TM 

040191626023
Best all-around predator call. Reproduces all 
rodent squeaks and larger prey squalls and 
screams. Super long-distance and close-in 
call. The Ultimate Predator call!

Mouse Squeaker TM 

040191626085
Easy-to-use squeezable bulb makes perfect 
close-in rodent squeaks every time! Hands 
free application.

Peltmaster TM 

040191626283
Variation is the key to fool predators into 
range. The Peltmaster is a two-in-one call 
which offers the ability to create the loud, 
shrill screams of a cottontail rabbit and the 
soft, coaxing sounds of a mouse.

Chompers TM  3-Pack
040191626290
A unique and authentic combination of 
hands-free sounds that will fool the wariest 
of predators. The short range (black) call is 
your finishing call. It produces the soft cries of 
small rodents. The mid range (smoke) call will 
produce clean, less raspy cries and screams. 
The long range (clear) call is designed to 
produce the loud, raspy sounds of a rabbits in 
distress.

Double Dog TM 

040191626160
2 calls in 1! The Double 

Dog predator call is a 
double-edged sword. Pick 
a side and they are both 

deadly. One side 
produces barks and howls 
of the coyote, the other 
side creates the squeals 
and squalls of rabbits and 

other prey.

Talkin’ Predators TM 

040191140031
This audio CD 

teaches the coyote life 
cycle and the use of all 
calls pertaining to hunting 
not only coyotes, but all 

types of predatory 
mammals. Each call is 

explained and 
demonstrated for 

proper use and care. 
Veteran hunter David 
Millsaps will discuss 

tactics, set-ups, how-to 
and how-not-to, when it 

comes to calling and 
hunting all predators.
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predator calls

3-Dog Night TM 

040191626313
As with people, coyotes have voices that 
differ with sex and age. This family pack will 
enable you to make all the different sounds 
a pack of coyotes may make. This is done by 
varying the thickness of the reed and in the 
configuration of the sound chambers. The 
call with the horn will be the coarser male. 
The call with the tube covers the females, 
and the plain sound chamber will be the 
higher-pitched juveniles.

Coyote 2-Pack TM 

040191626300
Two calls in one convenient package! Alpha 
Male Coyote Howler is an open-reed call that 
not only will locate Coyotes anytime, but will 
also call them in during the breeding season. 
Screamin’ Cottontail is a closed-reed call that 
reproduces the distressed screams of a 
cottontail rabbit that coyotes find hard to resist 
any time of the year.

Howler Plus TM 

040191626016
Create a full range of screeches and squalls, or 
barks and howls for maximum versatility. 
Compact design, comfort grip and includes 
lanyard. Dual function cap allows calling when 
on or off. Includes instructional CD.

Screamin’ Killar Pipes TM 

040191626245
The hands free operation of the Screamin’ Killar 
Pipes gives you the versatility of reaching our 
long range (smoke) or can be used for close-in 
calling (clear). Both calls reproduce the screams, 
squalls and squeaks of rodents that predators 
prefer.

Squeezin’ Screamer TM 

040191626030
The Squeezin’ Screamer provides 
extra volume and distance. It 
reproduces a variety of long and 
short-range rodent screams or squalls 
and can also produce soft intense 
squeals of mice by cupping the end of 
the horn. Can be operated hands-free 
underfoot.
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moose calls

squirrel calls

The Bulldozer TM 

040191736036
The Bulldozer is the most versatile Moose call on the market today! The 
Bulldozer will reproduce the mating bawl of the Cow, lost call of the Calf and 
guttural grunts of the Bull Moose. The Bulldozer also has a water-resistant calling surface that 
will work in most weather conditions. This call can also be used as an air-operated Cow, Calf 
and Bull cow by simply using your vocal chords. Placing the smaller end up to your lips as if you 
were using a Birch Bark horn!

Scolder TM  Squirrel Call
040191026069
Now you can effortlessly create 
realistic squirrel barks and chatter. 
The simplest, best-sounding squirrel 
call available.

The Moose Mate TM 

040191736012
Designed to make the mating bawl of 

the cow Moose and the lost call of the 
calf. Dual functioning cap allows calling 
when on or off. Compact with comfort 

grip for easy handling. Enhanced volume 
and control. Complete with lanyard and 

instructional CD.

Mama Moose TM 

040191736026
The Mama Moose open-reed Cow and 
Calf call will bring Bull, Cow, and Calf 
Moose into effective shooting range. 
This call will reproduce mating bawls of a 
Cow Moose or lost calls of a Calf Moose. 
The open-reed design allows you to add 
many variations to your calling.
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Waterfowl calls
Woody Wood 

Duck Whistle TM 

040191226063
The Woody Wood Duck™ 

Whistle is capable of 
reproducing the calls 

of woodies with great 
precision. It features an acrylic 

mouth-piece and rubber malleable 
barrel. The whistles can be varied by 

controlling the air volume and fin-
ger pressure on the rubber barrel by 

squeezing and releasing .

Suzy-Q I TM 

040191226216

Suzy-Q II TM 

040191226223

Gone are the 
days of field 
cleaning your duck call. The 
Suzy-Q series features a design 
that offers limited contact 
between the reed and the 
sounding board. The results: 
No moisture build up, no 
sticking, no freezing up. 
Available in a single reed open 
water design and a raspy 
double reed for the softer 
needs of a timber hunter. The 
O-ring design allows for simple 
tone-quality adjustment.

Easy Chuckle TM   Duck Call  040191226049
Versatile, easy to use, realistic feeding chuckles. 
Just shake it!

a. Long Neck Goose Flute TM  040191326077
Made of rich green acrylic, this call has unsurpassed realism. The long barrel is 
designed to reproduce realistic goose talk with minimal practice.

B. Wingmaster TM  Goose Call  040191326107
User-friendly and incredibly realistic. Works like a standard blow-type goose call, 
yet has the sound quality of a modern flute call. Single reed. Simple to master.

d. Frosty TM  Snow goose Call  040191326091
Short reed design requires very little airflow. With incredible volume and sound, the Frosty 
will have you talking to snow geese in short order.

c. Shorty Hybrid Goose Flute TM  040191326084
The best of both worlds, the Shorty is built like a blow-type call but with a short reed. The 
sound quality is like a flute call. Produces excellent calls with minimal practice.

Acrylic 
QuackMasterTM  

040191226230
The Acrylic Quackmaster is 

part of our premium 
waterfowl line, combining 

all the best qualities into 
one great call. Designed to 

be easy to use, this single 
reed design is great for open 

water hunting.

Acrylic  Raspy 
QuackMasterTM  

040191226247
The Raspy Quackmaster like 

it’s companions, has an 
easy-grip design for 

comfortable handling. 
Durable double-reed 

construction, great for 
timber hunting the 

call-shy duck.

A. B. D.C.
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CAMO ACCESSORIES

Mossy Oak Obsession Hat 

040191568040
One size fits all. Mossy Oak Obsession 

camouflage pattern.

Bandito Elite Facemask TM 

040191562123
All of the advantages of the Bandit plus; open 
crown with elastic band allows quick and easy 
placement from around the neck. Mossy Oak 

Break-Up Pattern.

Bandit Elite Facemask TM 

040191562123
The ultimate in facial concealment. Thin wire 

frame conforms to face or glasses for a 
comfortable fit and excellent peripheral vision.

Tactical Bandito TM 

040191562130
The Tactical Bandito is the ultimate in facial 

concealment! The adjustable wire rim is 
customizable to conform to your face, or around 
glasses for a comfortable fit! The elastic band 
completes the custom fit, securing the facemask 
into position, without inhibiting your peripheral 
vision.  This Tactical Bandito can be worn around 
your neck when you are on the go.   The Black 

“A-Tacs” mesh makes The Tactical Bandito 
facemask a must for hunting from a shooting 

house, blind or dark shaded areas.

NEW!
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Waterproof combo TM

040191995013
The THUG Waterproof Combo is loaded to the beak with turkey killing 
machines.  The Lil’ Big Time box call is sleek design, crafted of American 
Hardwood, that packs big time sound.  A Silencer ring is added to prevent 
unwanted noise as you move through the woods.  The Thug H2O Yelper is 
the easiest, most effective call used by professional and beginner 
hunters alike.  Crafted of American Hardwood, the spring loaded 
design simplifies yelps, clucks and purrs to nothing more then a 
push of a button.  The Lil’ Big Time and Thug Yelper are topped 
off with our proprietary waterproof coating to ensure quality 
turkey killing tones no matter what mother nature throws at 
you.  The Half Moon Thug Ghost mouth call rounds out this pack.  
The Half Moon Thug Ghost is meticulously constructed of two and half 
layers of latex. The center of the longest reed is notched out for rasp, 
stability is gained with the Half Moon backer reed, offering the ability to 
perform medium rasp, turkey killing sounds.

8-ball TM  040191993088
The THUG 8-Ball box call elevates itself above all. Meticulously hand 
crafted with Cherry lid and Poplar bottom. The THUG 8-Balls Patent 
Pending ToneBlast technology frees the sound from the interior of the box. 
The sound is no longer trapped inside; The ToneBlast ports allow yelps, 
cuts, clucks and cackles to escape the interior of the box, reaching gobblers 
ears with clarity and definition.

Trigger Box TM  040191993095
This Trigger Box is silent carry and very compact. No external rods and 
fantastic sound make this call a must use, spring and fall. This little 
innovated pull call will have you sounding like a pro and filling your freezer 
in no time.

Full tilt Quad TM

040191994085
The Full Tilt Quad call is the most versatile pot call ever 
designed. The Variable depth chamber is teamed with a 
precision matched internal sound board, topped with four 
distinct calling surfaces.  Perfectly matched with the 
Wildwood Ash striker, the Full Tilt Quad produces the sweet 
and subtle morning hen chatter, yet has the ability to ramp 
up to extreme ringing rasp.  The Full Tilt Quad performs the 
complete range of turkey tone variety.

NEW!

New
for
2016!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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THUGs 4-pack TM  
040191991053
This 4 pack of mouth calls is very versatile, 
the personal favorite of The THUGS 
themselves! The 4-Pack includes:
Gobbler Sniper (040191991015), 
Just Bubba (040191991035),
Maestro (040191991025), 
Swamper (040191991045).

Old Boss Hen TM 
040191991008
Two medium white reeds. Top reed has two 
side slits for rasp. Reproduce all sounds of 
the wild turkey. Great Spring and Fall call.

Half moon
NASTY Old Hen TM  
040191991091
Two light reeds plus one premium green 
latex Half Moon backer reed. Double 
triangle cut into top reed. Produces 
maximum rasp with little air pressure.

e-z Pack TM  
040191991138 
Each call has two light reeds plus one 
premium green latex Half Moon backer 
reed. Double + (clear), Young Hen (light 
rasp), Splitter (medium rasp).

PRO Pack TM  
040191991114 
Each call has two light reeds plus one 
premium green latex Half Moon backer 
reed. This 3-pack will cover all the raspy 
calls from light to heavy. V-cut, Ghost, Nasty 
Old Hen.
The Teacher TM  
040191991145 
The Teacher, you can Learn to call like a THUG. 
This is a system that will improve your mouth 
calling. Major turkey calling champion Chris 
Kirby takes you step by step on the basic 
fundamentals; then ramps up the lesson to 
take the fundamentals to a higher level. The 
Teacher system includes the Half Moon 
Double for clear pretty calling and the Half 
Moon Nasty Old Hen to take care of the raspy 
needs you may need afield. These calls are a 
perfect one-two punch to master and elevate 
your mouth calling abilities.

Little FriendTM  
040191993033
The Turkey THUGS™ Little Friend 
is a unique push/pull call and 
will produce all vocal calls of the 
hen Wild Turkey. User friendly! 
A must for novice or veteran 
hunters alike. Extremely 
realistic! Very Little 
maintenance!

THUG Yelper TM  
040191993064
The Turkey THUGS™ H2O 
Yelper push pin is a waterproof 
call that is very user friendly, 
even in wet weather. This call 
never needs sanding or 
chalking.

THUG box TM  
040191993057
The Turkey THUGS™ Box is a 
two sided box call that is small, 
compact, and very powerful in 
the field. Gobblers and hens 
alike have trouble resisting the 
sounds coming from this little 
package. Requires little 
maintenance.

Lil’ Big Time TM  
040191993071
The Turkey THUGS™ Lil’ Big 
Time is a two sided box call that 
is compact and waterproof. A 
little box with a big sound! Hard 
Maple lid, Cherry bottom and 
o-ring call silencer. The Thug 
Lil’ Big Time Box is a very small, 
waterproof box call that puts 
out big sound. This high pitched 
box makes it hard for that old 
gobbler to resist and is very user 
friendly.

thug Chalk TM  
040191996010
Turkey Thugs™ Chalk is a 
premium, greaseless, brown 
chalk that puts new life into 
your box or push pull call.
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Half moon GHOST TM  
040191991084
Two light reeds plus Half Moon backer reed! 
Two light white latex reeds with top reed 
featuring the Ghost style cur. Light premium 
green Half Moon backer reed! Produces all 
calls of the wild turkey with medium pitch 
and rasp



TM

Rim Shot Glass TM  
040191994016
The Turkey THUGS™ Rim Shot Hardwood Glass is a solid oak pot with matched strikers and is 
second to none in the world of pot style glass turkey calls! The Carbon striker will produce high 
pitched, ringing, loud calls or soft, raspy hen calls, and works well on wet mornings. The Wildwood 
Ash striker will produce hen calls with little rasp and a lot of realism. The Rim Shot Glass will reach 
out there and touch them at long distances and close the deal as they approach!

Rim Shot slate TM  
040191994023
The Turkey THUGS™ Rim Shot Hardwood Slate is a solid oak pot with matched strikers that are a 
deadly combination! The Carbon striker will produce high pitched, loud calls or soft, raspy calls. The 
Wildwood Ash striker will add a mellow touch to your calling. The Rim Shot slate will give you the 
best of both worlds in pot style calls!

Rim shot 3-in-1 slate TM  
040191994030
The Turkey THUGS™ Rim Shot 3-In-1 is a very versatile pot slate turkey call! The Carbon striker will 
reproduce high pitched, loud calls or soft, raspy calls, and works well on wet mornings. The 
Wildwood Ash striker will produce loud or soft, clear, mellow calls. The Rosewood striker will 
produce loud or soft calls.

THUG Glass TM  
040191994054
The Turkey THUGS™ Glass is a high-pitched, extremely loud glass call. This call is teamed up with a 
waterproof carbon striker that will make it sing no matter what the weather conditions.

Full Tilt Slate TM  
040191994061
The Turkey THUGS™ Full Tilt is the most advanced slate call ever designed. The custom designed 
pot provides a variable sound chamber, deep on one end shallow on the other. The precision 
matched internal sound board allows for the creation of a variety of tones and volume. Soft subtle 
calls on the shallow end, volume and rasp on the deeper end. No dead zone on the entire slate 
surface.

Full Tilt glass TM  
040191994078
The Turkey THUGS™ Full Tilt Glass™ is the most advanced glass pot call ever designed. The custom 
designed pot provides a variable sound chamber to reproduce the ringing yelps, cuts, purrs and 
clucks that only glass can do! Deep on one end shallow on the other! The precision matched 
internal sound board allows for the creation of a variety of tones and volume. Soft subtle calls on 
the shallow end, ringing rasp on the deeper end. No dead zone on the entire surface.
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Owl Hooter TM  
040191992036
The Turkey THUGS™ Owl Hooter is a 
two-toned, loud call that you simply 
blow into. This call will make them 
gobble morning and evening!  Extremely 
user friendly!

The 
Gauntlet TM  
040191992029
The Turkey THUGS™ Gauntlet Gobble 
Call is tuned loud, high pitched and user 
friendly! This call will make gobblers 
give their location away all times of the 
day. One or two handed operation. A 
must for pressured gobblers.

Crankin’ 
Crow TM  
040191992043
The Turkey THUGS™ Crankin’ Crow call 
is small, user-friendly, and delivers a big 
punch. Works great for locating gobblers 
or calling in crows all day long.

CROW BAr TM  
040191992012
The Turkey THUGS™ Crow Bar Crow Call 
is professionally tuned to be extremely 
loud, high pitched and user friendly! This 
call will make gobblers shock gobble any 
time of day during the spring gobbler 
season. The Crow Bar is unmatched for 
effectively calling crows into gun range.

Fan Mount
040191998014
Turkey Thugs™ Fan Mount will proudly display one fan and five 
beards. Complete directions on curing and installing fan and beards is 
also included in this unique way of showing off your trophy Gobblers!

NEW!

TM
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THUG Brawler TM  
040191999059 
The Deer THUGS™ Brawler is built to the 
specifications of a live whitetail bucks throat.  
With the user friendly mouth piece, 
bellows and reverse-cone sound 
chamber, the sky is the limit as 
far as reproducing all grunt 
sounds loud or soft, tending 
or aggressive. This is a 
call that no deer 
hunter should be 
without.

Meat Hook TM  
040191999011
The Deer THUGS™ Meat Hook is packed with practical, yet 
revolutionary features. The flat, more user friendly mouth piece 
allows the call to be used hands free. Our revolutionary ridge 
style reed system will not freeze or stick under any hunting 
condition. The “Eso Tube” system easily and silently, 
compresses and expands adding inflection and 
personality to your grunts. The innovative 
“HOOK”, allows you to hang the Meat Hook 
anywhere around you to keep your call at 
the ready. Loud aggressive challenge 
grunts to soft tending grunts, old 
bucks or young bucks, the Meat 
Hook is the complete 
grunt call.

THUG Ridge Runner TM  
040191999066 
The Deer THUGS™ Ridge Runner reed system will not 
freeze or stick under any hunting condition. By 
expanding or collapsing the tube it is possible to 
make loud, aggressive challenge grunts to 
soft tending grunts. Young bucks or old 
bucks, the Deer THUGS™ Ridge Runner 
is the complete grunt call.

THUG Jug TM  
040191999028 
The Deer THUGS™ Thug Jug is extremely effective 
on Bucks, Does and Fawns! 
Simple operation, mistake 
free and creates a perfect 
doe bleat every time. 
Protective debris-free cap! 
Lift & lock tab can be 
removed for quiet 
carrying! Can be used in 
tandem with the Deer 
Thugs™ Meat Hook grunt 
call!

Big Bully TM Rattle bag
040191999042 
To use the Deer THUGS™ Big Bully Rattle 
Bag, simply rub the mixed wood and 
carbon rod mesh bag together. This 
will reproduce buck fight sounds 
from light harmless sparing 
matches to all out war of 
territory dominance. 
Easy carry!
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NEW FOR 2016!

The patented SealRiteTM cushioned frame technology conforms to virtually every palate size and 
shape.  SealRiteTM increases the call vibration zone between your tongue and palate, bringing the reeds 
closer to your tongue for ease of use.  The design eliminates the tab to tongue contact point, resulting 
in a clean operation platform.  The result, a superior sealing call that is easier to achieve unmatched 
realistic turkey killing sounds.

SR Double TM

04019111314
The SR Double is meticulously crafted of 
two .004 latex reeds. The easiest call to 

operate, the SR Double is capable of 
performing the clean clear vocalizations 

of the wild turkey. 

SR Triple TM

04019111321
The SR Triple is meticulously crafted of 
three .004 latex reeds. The stability of a 

triple reed is unmatched; the SR Triple 
is capable of performing the clean clear 

vocalizations of the wild turkey.

SR O.B.H.TM

04019111338
The SR O.B.H. is meticulously crafted 

of two .006 latex reeds. We slit the 
corners on the longest reed which adds 

realistic rasp; the SR O.B.H. is the 
easiest call to perform the medium rasp 

vocalizations of the wild turkey.

SR Razor TM

04019111345
The SR Razor is meticulously crafted of 
three .003 latex reeds. We slit the single 

spike on the longest reed which adds 
realistic rasp; the SR Razor performs the 
medium to heavy rasp vocalizations of the 

wild turkey.
SR Boomerang TM

04019111369
The SR Boomerang is meticulously crafted 
of three latex reeds (1).004 (2).003. Less is 
more applies to this setback reed design.  
Slightly less, yet ultra stable surface area to 
control, the single spike cut longest reed 

adds realistic heavy rasp.  The 
SR Boomerang performs the heavy rasp 

vocalizations of the wild turkey, with 
added stability for loud aggressive calling.

SR Cutthroat TM

04019111352
The SR Cutthroat is meticulously crafted 
of three and a half .003 latex reeds. The 

backer reed adds stability to the triple cut 
longest reed which adds realistic rasp; the 

SR Cutthroat performs the heavy rasp 
vocalizations of the wild turkey, with 

added stability for loud aggressive 
calling.

Odyssey Box Call TM 040191136584
The Odyssey box call elevates itself above all.  Meticulously hand crafted of the finest 

hardwoods available, the Odyssey’s Patent Pending ToneBlast technology frees the 
sound from the interior of the box.  The sound is no longer trapped 

inside; the ToneBlast lid allows yelps, cuts, clucks and cackles to 
escape the interior of the box, reaching gobblers’ ears with 

clarity and definition.  Treated with our proprietary 
waterproof coating, the Odyssey can handle 

whatever Mother Nature 
throws at you.

Trigger Finger TM

040191136591
The Trigger Finger is meticulously crafted of the finest Mahogany. 

The Trigger Finger technology offers unmatched control and ease of 
use. Trigger Finger eliminates any unwanted sounds while you move 

through the woods to your set up. The custom rounded sides, offers an 
enhanced comfort feel while masterfully performing the deadly hen 

sounds needed to entice the wariest of Long Beards.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!TONE
TECHNOLOGY

TM

TECHNOLOGY

TM
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